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Here we go again. Violent
crimes increased 12 per cent
in the first nine months of 1969
over 1968. Forcible rape is up
17 per cent, robbery up 15 per
cent, and aggravated assault
and murder up 9 per cent. Pr3perty crimes increased by 10
per cent with larceny $50 and
over up 20 per cent, auto theft
11 ,r cent, and burglary up
4 per cent.
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One Injured
In Accident
On Friday
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Air Cured Tobacco
Sales Down From '68
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Is
"What you should know1' "Allure"
about Thristmas Introduced

ed by cabinet doors on base
models which can be Installed
for left or right hand swing, A
choice of sculptured hardware
styles is also available to match
the kitchen's decor. As with all
Tappan cabinets, doors on "Allure" cabinets feature self-closing hinges.

Today is Saturday, Dec. 13,
the 347th day of 1969 with 18 to
follow.
HEN Rev. Joseph Mohr
The moon is between its new
and Frank Gruber perphase and first quarter.
Among companies leading the
We reserve the right to reject any Advertigng. Letters to the /Miter.
formed their song, Silent Night,
morning stars are Venus
The
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not kw the beet
There's not much security in and Jupiter.
parade to more glamour and
the
time,
first
the
Interest of our readers.
• Social Security system which
styling in today's kitchen is TaThe evening stars are Mer,uchurch organ was out
elderly who try to
ppan, the Mansfield, Ohio-based
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00.,, 1508 penalizes the
ry, Mars and Saturn.
of fix. Gruber played
to
manufacturer of major kitchen
Mullion Ave., Memphia, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y.. supplement their pensions
in history:
day
this
On
the accomcombat inflation. This opinion
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
cabinets and vanitiappliances,
In 1642 New Zealand was
emerges from a poll of the napaniment on
es. Tappan has just introduced
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranamiaskin aa tion's independent business ow- discovered and named by Dunn
a guitar.
a new deluxe line of kitchen
navigator Abel Tasman.
Second Class Matter
ners on a proposal to lift the
cabinets called "Allure" which
(Oberndorf,
soldiers
American
1918
In
earnpersons'
BUBSCIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week 3.50, per ceiling on elderly
offer the homemaker the eyeto the Third Array
Dec.
attached
Austria,
Month $1.52 In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, MAO: ings.
appeal, styling and finish of fine
River at
25, 18 1 8.)
Lone" 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere $18.00. All service aubar.ripUorui $8.00.
Under the so-called Social crossed the Rhine
furniture.
Security "retirement test", a Coblenz, Germany.
"Allure" cabinets have the
"The Outstanding Civic Aseet.ot a C•iiimuldtI k the
The
beneficiary can earn only $140 In 1941 the Japanese demand" look and carry
"tailor-made
Its Newspaper"
Hong
surrender
Britain
Ikkgrity
that
ed
wages
a month ($1,680 a year) in
the National Association of Furbefore seeing his or her Social Kong, The British refused and
K011aiiffitr
niture Manufacturers(NA F guconcena
started
SATURDAY - DECEMBER 13. 1969
Japanese
reduced.
the
benefits
Security
quality and seal of
of
arantee
the
crown
on
attack
air
able
trated
not
are
Many recipients
integrity.
hostess can help .you
to live on current benefits, aver- colony.
The furniture-like finish reover the anxiety of getaging $100 a month, but are In 1948 James Petrillo's 11sists discoloration by household
productive, and - one - half - month ban on
ting acquainted in new
prevented from
LEDGER Al TIMES FILE
alcohol, boiling water,
soaps,
memthe
by
by
records
work
phonograph
surroundings and make
even part-time,
coffee, or other common housebers of his American Federapenalty provision.
you feel at "Home
hold stain-causing materials, All
Many of the oldsters protest tion of Musicians ended.
Sweet Home," again,
cabinets are treated with vinylelected a life that they are entitled to full
She will bring gifts and
Dr. 0. C. Wells, optometrist of Murray, was
based seals to eliminate warping
they paid into A thought for the day:
because
benefits
delegates
by
Association
vital information from
member of the American Optometric
They
penetration.
from moisture
the fund for years, and persons President Franklin D. Rooseat a meeting in Dallas, Texas.
your neighborhood busiand beauty of
other velt said, "More than an end to
strength
and
the
have
dividend
rental,
with
and civic leaders.
Two Calloway County teams, New Concord and Kirksey, will non-wage income are not pen- war, we want an end to the
are
and
ness
hardwoods
hand-finished
KIng F,atures Syndicate, Inc.
play in the Mayfield Invitaticaal Tournament.
blocked
glue
benefits.
fully framed and
alized by reduced
beginning of all war."
Call
Police Chief Charlie Marr urges all persons to lock their cars
for rigidity.
President Nixon has proposcar
is
the
parked.
while
them
Phone 753-2378
in
packages
if they leave Christmas
earnings test te
and overlays
structurals
the
Front
raise
to
ed
Prof. Paul Shahan will conduct the Murray State College Sym- $1,800 and reduce the amount
(i
mortise
concealed
are joined by
phonic Band in a festival of munic by George Handel on December forfeited when earnings exceed
and tenon construction — a furthThe Most
15.
$2,800.
er prevention against warping
Famous Basket
But the nation's independent
from extremes of moisture or
in the World w
business owners want Congress DECEMBER 10, 1969
dryness.
to go considerably farther. Legversatility of Tappan's
The
ADMISSIONS
islation by Rep. Paul (Pete) Mc"Allure" cabinet line is enhancCloskey, Jr., of California, to
LEDGER a TIKES FILE
Master Paul Parkin, Rte. 5,
permit earnings of $4,830 a
Grants of $101,206• have been Kentucky, 42071.
year won endorsement from 76 Box 1030, Murray; Mrs. Joann awarded to Murray State UniThe deadline for filing apPeg1301
percent of the businessmen Turner,(Mrs. Keith),
versity by the National Science plications is next Feb. 15. InitMaster
Murray;
Drive,
FederAnn
National
ny
the
by
home
the
polled
Mrs. J. C. Langston, age 92, died December 11 at
two sci- ial selections will be announHardin; Foundation to conduct
of her daughter, Mrs. Avery Mactrey, Another death was Michael ation of Independent Business. Bobby Mathis, Rte, 1,
again next sum- ced by March 15.
institutes
ence
Baby
Only 20 percent oppose the Mrs. Joyce Tidwell and
James Hale, age three months.
M. P. Christopher, associate
mer.
The telephone population of Murray has shown a remarkable measure and 4 percent with- nirl, Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs. Betty
Dr. W. E. Blackburn, dean of professor of chemistry and geoRte,
6,
Boy,
Baby
opinion.
and
their
Dowdy
growth since 1922. In that year the book listed 309 subscribers. hold
the School of Arts and Sciences logy„will serve as assistant diBroadway's smash musical now
Mary Parker
Because of complaints, the Murray; Mrs.
Today there are about 2700 phones in Murray.
director of both institutes, rector of the inistitutes. The
and
most exciting movie in years!
the
A. G. Walton Is high priest of Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal "retirement test" was raised (Mrs. J. 0.), Rte. 3, Murray; said the two will run concur- three chairmen in the sciences
from, $1,500 to $1,680 by the Mrs. Bobbie Evans, 406 South rently during the regular sum. —Dr. W. G. Read, physics; Dr.
Arch Masons.
"Mr, and Mrs. T. 0. Turner will celebrate their 75th wedding last Congress, but 41 view of 12th Street, Murray; Miss Shelly mar term, June 15-Aug. 7. Par- Hunter Hancock, biological scithe
anniversary on December 18" from the column "Seen and Heard rignsltseost of Ilving and
Woods Hall, KW, ticipants may earn up to eight ences; and Dr. Pete Panzera,
with Ragan, 210
persons
by
faced
proh/enis
chemistry—and other science
college credit.
Around Murray".
Mrs. Phyllis Miller, hours
Murray;
fixed incomes, most businessinstitutes will mark the faculty members will assist
The
men believe a major change is and Baby Boy, 1311 Story Ave., 14th consecutive year the NSF with the institutes.
necessary and overdue.
Murray.
has supported such a program
* * *
The Social Security Adminis- To Cony,:
the Murray State campus,
on
tration has long opposed such
Mrs. Violet Huffman, Rte. 8, and the fifth straight time it
Rude Awakening
iberalization because of t h e Paducah; Mrs. Bernice Morgan has approved two to run conLEDGER As TIMES FILE
ST. LOUIS (UPI) — Mrs
added "cost" — money which (Mrs. Clarence), Rte, 1, Murray; currently. Murray State's first
is now withheld. — amounting Mrs. Lula Miller, Rte. 4, Mur- institute, held in 1957, was the Loretta Rude, who has a I
average, howled a 288 game.
to several billion a year. But ray.
first in Kentucky supported by
and turned in a total 615 for
Jim Clanton, age 79, West Alderson, age 68, and Marvin H. the Administration recently preNSF.
the
her three games
Pigue are the deaths reported this week.
dicted a huge, growing surplus
DISMISSALS
One grant of $51,776 will sup* * *
A. H. Kopperud has been appointed chairman for Calloway in Social Security old age, surprogram designed to ina
port
vivors and disability reserves
County in the 1940 "fight Infantile Paralysis" campaign.
Ilth crease the basic scientific know- 'Torture Chamber'
221Soutla
Massey,
Everett
C. C. Farmer is the new president of the Western Dark Fired by 1973, making possible the
St., Murray; Jimmie Colson,R te. ledge of teachers of general
District Warehouse Association and J. W. Outland is treasurer. esident's recommendation for 1, Almo; Mrs. Mazie Harris, science in junior and senior Tests Telephones
i.igher benefits without an niBoth are local tobacconists.
ROCHESTER. N.Y.(UPI)—
619 Ellis Drive, Murray; Mrs. high schools. Forty-four stipShowing today at the Varsity Theatre is "Jeepers Creepers' rease in taxes.
"Torture
chamber" equipment
available.
104
are
Rex),
ends
(Mrs.
Diuguid
Most businessmen apparently Ocie
with Roy Rogers.
Another grant of $47,151 will designed to test telephones made
Master
Murray;
St.,
10th
South
present
see little equity in the
Mrs. finance a program of advanced k Strom berg-Carlson Corporarnings limitation, when the Scott Cook, Rte. 5, Murray;
studies of high school chemis tion. a subsidian of General
Girl,
Baby
and
Scarsdale
ell-to-do can collect full bene- Eleanor
try, biology and physics teach- 1)vnainius. sometimes spins a
Mrs.
Murray;
Blvd.,
Olive
1111
ininvestment
their
if
its even
ers. There are 40 openings in single telephone dial as many
Gal,
Baby
and
Hodges
Carol
thouscome runs well into the
— Features at: 1:30, 3:45, 7:30 and 9:SS —
as a million time. Nearly a
this inistitute.
CarSandra
Mrs.
Rte,
2,
Hazel;
ds.
Another NSF grant to Mur- month of non-stop dialing is
Admission: Adults 2.00 - Children 1.00
Many small businessmen who man (Mrs. Millard), Rte. 8, Murray State amounting to $10,338 required to complete the test.
Carraway
Carolyn
Mrs.
ray;
calsenior
hire
ould like to
to help develop and maintain a
The endurance run is equal
Reserved Performance Tickets On Sale for 7:10 Show
And he arose and rebuked the wind, and said unto the sea, ens for part-time or tempor- (Mrs. Ralph), Rte. 2,Hazel; Mrs.
prograrn to 142,800 local calls or 90,900
well-balanced
strong,
calm.
great
a
was
there
Rte.
and
Peace, be still. And the wind ceased,
ary work find Social Security Linda Roberts(Mrs. Jerry),
of research and science educa— Mark 4:39.
recipients unable to justify 7, Murray; Mrs. Eura Brown, tion was announced earlier this direct distance dialings. If a
our
thoughts,
telephone subscriber were to
troubled
Mrs.
our
Murray;
stills
Kirkwood,
Jesus
,
benefits
1301
their
faith
have
working when
When we
week.
make 10 local calls a day every
ill be cut back. Earning just Grace Jeffrey, Box 526, Murray;
minds relax and we can think our problems out clearly.
of
Dr. Blaekburn said most
of the year, it would takt
o
$60 a week will reduce an old Miss Janet Alderctice, 305 Eliz- the applicants for the two sum- day
ON SALE AT OUR BOXOFFICEII
yea to equal the
ge benefit by $840 a year tm- abeth Hall, MSU, Murray; Mrs. mer science institutes are ex- him 40 years
Rte.
for
forfeit
(To.
Cony.),
($1
Violet Huffman
• r the formula
pected to be from Kentucky and
ancial support from private fin- ach $2 earned over $1,680 and 8, Paducah; Mrs. Bernice Mor- nearby states. He added, howdollar-for-dollar reduction for gan (To Cony.), Rte. 1, Murray; ever, that there are no restricancial institutions.
Mrs. Lula Miller (To Cony.), tions and noted that one insti- OFFERS TO OPERATE
Throughout the book there is • rnings over $2.880).
s
a
h
government
Since the
strong emphasis on the importRte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Minerva tute last year had participants
ance of a cash position for the • stimated that an elderly cou- Dobbins(Mrs. Joe), General Del- representing 17 states while the MILAN, Italy (UPI).—Rosetta
smaller firms, and this leads to le with limited needs, living ivery, Hazel; Frank Hall, Rte. 1, other had enrollees from 13. Arena won't have to sell one of
her kidneys to raise money for
areas, Mayfield; Plomer Flora, 1618
metropolitan
detailed discussions of the me- utside
Applicants chosen by the sethods, drawbacks and advant- eeds more than $3,400 a year Magnolia, Murray; Walter Sims, lection committee for either a leg operation.
1, W. B. Milstead. Clerk of the Town of Hazel, Calloway
A Milan hospital director who
ages of maintaining a cash pos- for a modest standard of living, Rte. 1, Buchanan, Tenn,
program will receive a stipend
will, at 2:00 p.m. on December 27, 1969, at
Kentucky,
County,
read of Miss Arena's offer said
ition from financing accounts d since the average Social Expired
of up to $75 per week plus $15
Kentucky. expose to public sale to the highHazel,
offered to the City Hall.
had
he
today
receivable, inventories and othurity benefit is considerably
Ell Black, Adams Circle, May- for each dependent.
delinquent tax claims upon ahieh a real
following
the
bidder
est
free.
the
operation
perform
than this, the case for field.
Although the financing pro- er methods.
Application forms may be ob
(the amount does not include penalty,
appears
assessment
blems of smaller firms are par- The problem of giving cash beralizing the earnings limitstamed from: Dr. W. E. Black- The 18-year-old girl, one of 12 estate
advertising cost). The claims sold beand
fee
for
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of
an
unemployed
children
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Institicularly severe at this time, sc- discounts for prompt payment ion is strong.
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described upon the face of the
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a
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come
2ording to the surveys of the
tutes Director, Box 1125, MurNational Federation of Inde- with tables worked out showray State University, Murray sell a kidney to pay for surgery tax bill and are subject to 12 per cent per annum.
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pendent Business, the problem ing the true cost of such dls- 'Mr. Peanut'
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W. B. Milstead
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COLLEGE STATION, Tex.
usiness.
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Clerk, Town of
(UPI) — B.C. Langley, '"Mr. BOSTON (UPI) —
Massa
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make
Department
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charts.
Experiment
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Station.
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Over the years
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Grants Totaling $101,206
Insure Science Institute
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

* The Perfect Gift! *
THEATRE GIFT TICKET BOOKS

fig

Financing In
Small Firms
Aggravated

CLERK'S SALE

DRUG
SCOTT
I 205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

GENUINE FORD SCALE MODELS

Antique Fordson
4000 Series Tractor
Complete Set
Road Set

14.75
8.95

SOMELLIAW4tWalig4EVAW4404-e4WAS*
ATired of Your Own Cooking?

F
I HAZEL CAFE

_ 8.95

BILLINGTON-FORS[[ TRACTOR CO.

ttlAtkhcalMaKa4AWAWNWAWAtia
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Youth Station, visitors can study
the flights of geese and ducks
as they wing their way along
the mud flats on Lake Barkley.
Hematite Trail leads visitors
21/s miles through a heavily wooded area surrounding 90- acre
Hematite Lake, a favorite restbig place and feeding ground
for a wide variety of ducks.
The Boardwalk near the back of
Hematite Lake is an ideal observation point to observe waterfowi and other birdlife. Nearby Honker and Energy Lakes,
subimpoundments of Lake Barkley are also excellent places to
observe the majestic bald and
golden eagles that winter in Land
Between the Lakes. Field glasses
are a valuable aid in waterfowl
and eagle watching.

&
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Population Explosion
Hits The Fish In TVA
Wheeler
Resenoi
The "population explosion"

Ralph Evinrude First To
Pilot Hull With Motor
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apEvil:II-tide's personal interest parently nas reached the fish in
:
In racing has never diminished. Wheeler Reservoir, one of the :
It led him to contribute $20,000 Tennessee Valley Authority's
r
personally of the $50,000 purse main-river lakes in north Alaet this year's World Outboard bama.
A few weeks ago we had
A recent fish census by TVA
a determined on the same basis.
Championship at Lake Havasu
column pointing out the great For instance, during the past
City, Arizona, November 29 and biologists indicates there are
increase in the number of game gun deer hunting season, oily
30. The enduro type of Lake more fish in Wheeler Lake than
and fish law violations, which deer with visible antler or anude.
Havasu racing, an eight - hour ever before, and that the fish
have about doubled in the past tlers were permitted to be taken
That person is Ralph Evin- marathon,
a
also seen in Galves- population will be going even
eight years. That, on first thou- in 95 of the counties. This regurude, chairman of the board of ton, Texas,
higher in the next year or two.
and
Miami,
Florida
ght, seemed to indicate that spor- lation was not issued merely
Outboard Marine Corpor • I this
past season, has all the "Based on studies done last
tsmen are a sorry lot and that as a whim on the part of the
manufacturer of Evinrude I • aspects of an
Indy big car race. summer, Wheeler may be the
not much dependence can beplac- Commission. Biologists who are
Johnson motors.
There are no horsepower lim- richest lake in the entire Tenned in them. However, a further assigned to study the deer conEvinrude remembers the thrill itations;
engines can be modified; essee River system," reports
check of figures reveals that ditions and the habitat available
of riding and testing boats and and refueling
is done in seconds Jack Chance, Chief of TVA's
motors with his father, Ole, in- by sharply
type person is in the great mino- were of the opinion that axe*
Wildlife Branch at
trained pit crews. Fish and
ventor of the outboard motor The rules that
rity. Law violations have Incre- areas would support a few rilikte
exist are simple, Norris, Tenn. "Of course ,some
LAKE HAVASU, ARIZONA - The present Evinrude and JohnHe
is
entitled
ased but when compared to the deer than were available at the
to be somewhat relating to safety,
boat length of the larger lakes undoubtedly the apointments of Charles D. son 115 horsepower production
number of persons who purchase present time. By protecting the
Six hundred and thirty-three nostalgic about this, as few per- and beam overall, and other per- have more total fish, but on an
Strang as group vice-president, outboards, for example, were
hunters participated in the two- sons in the world get in on the tinent matters.
licenses to either hunt or fish doe they were of the op
acre-by-acre
basis Wheeler marine products, for Outboard developed
from sports versions
ground
floor
of
such
(and this, of course, includes backed by sound biological re- day deer hunt in the Tennessee
important As a result, these conditions could be the richest."
Marine Corporation, has sparked of the older 100 horsepower outthe deer hunter) the violations search, that the deer population portion of Land Between the Lak- happenings as riding the first call for factory help. Lake
Chance's
comments
follow
bioHavnew interest at home and abroad boards, known as either the GTare indeed small.
would be increased or at least es last weekend (December 5 and boat equipped with outboard pow- asu racing is not
logists' analysis of information In the corporation's re-entry into
camouflag
115 or the X-115. Those engines
er.
During 1968 total licenses sal- held at the same level in these 6). The whitetail, bucks only hunt
as a "stock" effort. This means gathered in a sampling study the ffelciof outboard racing.
took their share of the races
Evinrude also retains the that OMC
es were 715,789, which may be counties,
that
involved
collecting,
countnotwithstanding the produced 36 deer, the largest
or any other manufacThis comment was made by during the past two years.
a bit high because included in approximately 10,000 that were weighing 157 pounds field dress- thrilling memories of his fath- turer can use this type of
rac- ing, and classifying all the fish Ralph Evinrude, chairman of the
Strang is a graduate of the
both the fishing and hunting totals believed to have been harvested ed. Only 24 deer were taken er's product in competition. .. ing to improve his product
to from four small coves selected board for OMC, and he and Stra- Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
were the approximately 74,000 in the past season and the uo- during the two-day hunt in 1968. and taking honors right and left the advantage of the consumer. at random in the downstream
ng met with members of the boat- and has had a long career in enin the early days. The Evinrude
combination licenses. Of that told hundreds which fell victim
While the Evinrude and John- part of the lake.
ing press during the 1969 Out- gineering research. He became
4-60 Quad engine was the scourge son divisions compete
number 5,253 persons were arr- to the speeding automobile, the
against "The samples contained an av- board World's
Championship project engineer for the National
of the racing world prior to World each other,
ested, or about one out of every spotlighting night hunter and paothey also compete erage of 923 pounds of fish per race at Lake Havasu City, Ariz- Advisory Committee for AeroThe second of nine weekend War II. Many
drivers of the same against other brands. They
135 persons who purchased a ks of dogs.
acre-the
largest
standing
crop
have
hunts for raccoon and opossum
ona, November 29-30. 014C ma- nautics (now NASA). He later
license. Put a bit plainer, it is
And so, when a person violates In Land Between the Lakes will era also retain fond memories renewed a company image long of fish ever found in a TVA nufactures Evinrude and Johnson
became a research asenciate at
of
competition
which
showed the dormant by using power and
easy to see that for every person the fish and game laws of the be held Friday and Saturday,
per- reservoir using the rotenone outboards.
the Massachusetts Institute of
consumer the dependability and formance as key
who violates the law there are state he is literally cutting down December 12 and 13.
method
sampling,"
of
Chance
means of aidStrang explained that OMC's Technology, where he also taught
The re- reliability of outboard
power. ing potential consumers.
about 135 who do not, and that the game and fish welch those maining hunts will be held
said. A similar study on Wheeler basic purpose is to grasp the
on
mechanical engineering.
After
World
II,
War
the
Coris not a bad percentage in any- very laws were designed to pro- consecutive weekends through
As Charles Strang has stated, In 1961 had brought an average lessons learned about and from
Strang has been active in powone's book.
tect so that it may be perpetua- January 31. Several hunters from poration could not devote itself "What we learn from racing, catch of only 250 pounds per OMC products used in racing
erboat racing, both as a comBy far the greatest violation ted for the present day hunters the Paducah and Murray areas to racing as intensely. Civilian we pass on to the consumer. acre.
and convert them advantageously petitor and for many years as a
production had to be resumed This is our
is for improper license or the and those of the future.
responsibility," St- One reason for the extremely to family recreational use. He leading official. For two
reported excellent success on
years
and
enlarged. Wartime develop- rang, a former national
lack of licenses altogether. This
And so, the short-lived vic- the November 28 and 29 hunt,
champion large samples in this year's said, "We develop design fund- he was president of the Amertype makes up more than 50 per tory the game law violators may with one Paducah party checking ment of outboards for military driver in those early racing days, study was the number of shad amentals in the laboratory,
and
cent of all arrests. The improper enjoy will surely come back to in eight coons. All portions of use encouraged the engineering driving a 4-60 Quad, and Ralph collected. "In 1961 the forage learn in racing if the concepts ican Power Boat Association,
and is now vice-president for
and
research
of many features, Evinrude see eye-to-eye
. licenses may include, for install- him as a defeat for the very Land Between the Lakes are
on the fish, mostly sha.1, accounted for are correct." Strang added that
:ee, a person who attempts to hunt animal or fish that he so fondly open to hunting except the Con- such as silencing, which now Corporation's racing program. 29 pounds per acre. This time he felt strongly that racing is Inboards. Strang is recognized
as one of the world's leadins
could be converted to civilian
:or fish on a resident license, likes to hunt or catch.
They like the way it is these the average was 507 pounds per the fastest way to evaluate a
servation Education Center and
authorities on two-cycle enginuse.
when he himself is a resident
days, and are transporting OMC acre," Chance said.
waterfowl refuge areas as postproduct's performance and dura- es. Among his memberships are
Other features which were de- power
of another state. This is partand performance into bra- "Game fish also showed a bility.
ed. Hunting hours are from 5 veloped
the MIT Chapter of Sigma Xi,
and expanded for civilian nd
significant
icularly true of Kentuckians who
increase. The 1969
image, consumer loyalty, and
A former national champion- the scientific honor society; the
p.m. to midnight. There is no consumption were
fuel economy, impressive increases
have migrated to neighboring stin produc- sample had 3,200 game fish
limit on raccoons or opossums ignition,
outboard
ship
racer, Strang is
exhaust systems, Increweighing 140 pounds, against well qualified to discuss racing Society of Automotive Engineers;
ates but return home for a few
tivity and sales.
In the Kentucky portion of Land
horsepower and remote conasedhor
1,800
weighing
days hunting. Because they grew
83 pounds in 1961. and its growth. He pointed out and the American Boat and Yacht
Between the Lakes; in the Tenntrols. In the fishing field, the
Together the 1969 figures re- that a noticeable feedback from Council.
up in a given community, they
essee area there is a limit of
company retained its image as
present a highly satisfactory bal- the corporation's racing probelieve they still should be perone coon per hunter per night the top producer
of engines for
ance between game fish and the gram is visible in its current
mitted to hunt in Kentucky on a
with no limit on opossums.
this spore With the advent of
rough or forage fish."
resident license.
line of propellers and underwater
larger engines, and subsequentThe game fish in the lake gearcases.
Of course, this is not legal,
ly
bigger and better boats,family
last summer were more plentiBow hunters still have a chance
any more than it would be right
OMC props are achieving imOther hunting seasons now recreational boating began its
ful but smaller than in the ear- proved boat speeds by efficiently
for that same person to vote in to nail a trophy rack this year
FRANKFORT
Ronnie L.
Between
the
Lakes
Land
in
open
noted
upsurge.
lier sampling. "However," ChKentucky after he has taken up when the bow hunting season for
For all practical purposes, it Muubray, 28, a native of Murray, ance said, "when you look at converting horsepower to thrust
legal residence in another state. deer reopens in Land Between include goose, through January
power. The propellers are also
Ks.,
has
been
appointed
Director
December
27; was almost impossible for the
OPYA, Japan (UPI) - It
the amount of shad in the lake less prone to cavitation. Strang
This violation occurs for both the Lakes on December 20 and 31; duck, through
of the Kentucky Department o
through
January
rabbit,
and
quail
Corporation
to
devote
its
enermay sound fishy but the fact
it
is
obvious
runs through December 31. Wild
these
young
fishermen and hunters.
game
also
that
said
new underwater
Peeks' Division of Construction
species are going to have enough gear case designs reduce drag is fishermen in this resort town
Hunting out of season is turkey gobblers are a bonus attr- 31; and squirrel in the Kentucky gies towards anything but devel- Administratio
n, Parks Commfood to grow up in a hurry." and allow a boat to perform 125 miles north of Tokyo do a
another chronic violation. It see- action for tow hunters this fall. portion through December 31. oping and producing better out- issioner Robert
E. Gable ann- Detailed
board engines for consumer use.
analysis of the find- better with a given amount of whopping business selling colorms that when the weather be. An 8-point wtritetail buck and a
There just wasn't time to get ounced today.
ful carp.
ings show that largemouth and horsepower.
...ernes cold and frost is evident, 19-point fallow buck topped 111e
Moubray,
who
has
served
as
involved in anything else like
smallmouth bass, white crappie,
The nishki (brocade) carp,
the hunter thinks it is time to list of 63 deer that were taken
Speaking
in
terms
broad
Straan
Executive
Assistant
in
the
racing until the past two years.
bluegill, and channel catfish ap- ng told the press, "Racing
which come in 44) colors inharvest the rabbit or the quail. during the first portion of the
'
stimBelieving sincerely in com- Department of Parks' Central parently had a highly successful
cluding gold and silver, carry
He is a particularly difficult split season that was held Oct.
petition as a means of improv- Office since last summer, re- spawn last year to add to the al- ulates our engineers to get more price tags ranging from
person to apprehend, too. He ober 18-November 8. Both white.
10 yen
performance and more go out of
places
James
Yonts,
who
recenting a product, Evinrude again
ready good mixture of various the same size and weight en- (27 cents) to 3 million yen
darts out of the house, bags tail and fallow deer of either sex
ly resigned.
decided
to
thrust
its
products
($8,330).
,himself a rabbit and returns may be taken and only the Kengine."
A graduate of Murray Univer- sizes.
Into the racing picture.
"Our problem now is to cooThe fishermen raise the carp
before an enforcement officer tucky portion of Land Between
Ultimately, the improvements
sity
High
School,
Moubray
also
At
this time, the outboard envert the heavy population of shad are passed on to our consumer. in ponds until they grow big
can be notified. Prior to the the Lakes north of U. S. Highattended
college
in his home
gine is different than in the early
and rough fish into game spec- Overall, Strang feels that many enough to be placed in a weekly
squirrel hunting season there way 68 is open to hunting. Only
A rare albino deer wee
days of racing, but the problem town. He holds an MBA Degree ies," Chance said. "Nature will
are some persons who hunt the turkey gobblers with visible spotted several times early
things are learned from racing, auction visited by wholesalers
in
Business
Administratio
n
from
this week along Mary Ing- is still the same. Provide the
take care of a lot of this conver- and that racing often forces ma- and carp lovers.
:bushtail. As soon as they see beards may be taken during the
Murray
State
University.
les highway at Ft. Thomas. power to plane a hull at its fasAn auction sells an average of
la few young ones, they are ready hunt. Hunting is prohibited in
Moubray is married to the sion, but we could make even nufacturers to learn.
Randall Predit, of 409 test ,speed and with the least
10
more
million yen ($27,000) worth.
headway
•to have fried squirrel for break- the Conservation Education Cenif
could
we
enStrang
feels
the
corporation's
resistance possible, both from former Doris Clemons, of Leit- courage establishment of a coInspired by a large volume of
fast. They, too, are most diffi- ter, located between the Mul- Dayton pike, Dayton, said
image, particularly that of the
chfield.
he saw the deer twice.
the hull and lower unit.
mmercial fishing industry that Evinrude and Johnson divisions, orders placed by Japanese in
cult to apprehend.
berry Flat and Silver Trail RoaHaving seen it once from
With the naming of Charles
would harvest the largest of the has been enhanced by its return Hawaii and North and South
The Department of Fish and ds.
the car, he went back and D. Strang
as Corporate Vice Is your borne SAFE? rough fish."
America, the enterprising fishWildlife Resources and the Fish
walked to the site along
---to racing.
In any case the fishing on WhAmong the most scenic spots the C&O to make sure. President in charge of Maxine
and Wildlife Resources Commicalls it "an appeal to the ermen are now talking about
He
Engineering, OMC began a modeeler should be better than ever, young at heart" and compares building ponds in Florida for
There it was, lying down.
ssion, by no stretch of the imag- In Land Between the Lakes to
He said the all-white ern racing program. It has added
he said. "However, the fisher- it to the merchandising and sales an easy access to customers aination, make laws and revile. observe Canada geese and wild
new sparkle and luster to a great
deer jumped to its feet and
men are going to have to be techniques of the automobile fie- broad:
tions without purpose. If the roe lucks are the Silo Overlook and
bounded away.
sport, and the sport itself has
better than ever, too. They will ld, where racing of all kinds
A total of 25,595,001) (m)
bbit bag limit, for instance, is Hematite Trail in the ConservaWere concerned that developed a remarkable new type
have to make their minnows and is a constant reminder of youth. brocade carp was sold in 1968,
reduced, it is done surely be- tion Education Center. From the
harm doesn't come to the of outboard racing which certainartificial bait look better to fish Backing up his point, Strang "bo- Jut increase of 30 per cent over
cause the population of rabbits Silo, located on an arm of land
deer," Mrs. Predit said.
Do you treat every gun as
ly attests again to the comfortthan all that shad and other nat- rrowed" the concept of a sports 4967, according to the Ministry
may be endangered. The length that juts out into Lake Barkley
CSEO trainmen also rethough it's loaded?
ing reliability and dependability
ural food-that's going to take engine from the automobile of Agriculture and Forestry.
ported seeing the deer.
of the seasons for all game is between Empire Farm and the
of the outboard engine.
skill."
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world.
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ENDS
DEC. 11th

MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin The man said to have been the
first person to pilot a planing
type hull with an outboard motor
for power, an action which launched early and intense participep
tion in outboard racing,has never
lost this keen competitive attit-
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Outboard Racing Is Aid To
Forming Family Recreation

Short Shots
From Land
Between Lakes

at now
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Ronnie Moubray Is
Promoted In Parks
System Of State

They have a yen
fa-colorful carp
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ro Zenith TVs
Chestnut etreet
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6.88
9.45
28.88
33.00
21.12
13.94
43.04
10.16
27.23
7.59
9.90
9.90
39.74
8.25
16.50
16.50
9.63

so' Sporting 6roods
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-2571

LIBERTY
Super Market
Murray's Largest and Mort Modern Market
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Easel Highway Mw-ray, Kentucky
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WARD - ELKINS

so, USED CARS

aims=
* Phone 753-$11.1 *
boo MINOR

GULF SERVICE r:
OM sad IlaJlt atirest•
Murray, ILastaalty
7
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CAM

17.22
14.73

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

Boat Dock, Restaurant, Cabins
CIRICIRORCIICIE

Y1-(101[10M11,K
ALIJMACRAFT

All Makes of Guns I
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
•

Boat
Company

PHONE 430-5405
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SUE and
CHARLIE'S
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Famous Fi
Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies
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Aurora, Hy.
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G AND H MOBILE HOMES .
•

NEW & USED
SALES. SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL
HWY SA, ONE MILE EAST OF MUIRRAv
Orrtct PH 753-8885

JOHN 0 GROGAN
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GIL G. HoPsoN
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Drake, Arkansas
Clash In Pecan

Oakland, Kansas Ci.ty Vie
Di • •
For vision Crown Sunday

Rozelle Is Trying To Figure
Out If Cold Weather Is Bad

ARLINGTON, Tex. (UP 1)The Drake Bulldogs, who have
made a habit of pulling lost
240 Paul Ragsdale
211
Soon Urban
causes out of the fire, and
THURSDAY COUPLIS
quarterbacks 47 times.
because of a bruised knee. Karl
I.'
236 Bill Egnor
Ray Ross
By JOHN JEANSONNE
By WILLIAM VERIGAN
BOWLING LIAGUR
Len Dawson has been in and offense-minded Arkansas State
will start in Gabriel's
Sweeten
236
Richard Lassiter
UPI Sports Writer
High Ind. Gain* NC
UPI Sports Writer
lineup all season, but collide for the second time this
Week of 124-'69
the
of
out
place.
High Ind. 3 Games SC
253
Paul Ragsdale
W.
Standings:
.
expected to be in the season Saturday when they
Dallas, the Capitol DlYiSIIXI
622 Bill Egnor
234 If the Eastern Division race he is
Pete Hozelle's latest project
36 12 Layman Diem
th Meet in the Pecan Bowl football
against
unit
!lockets
starting
also will rest several
champ,
689
Abell
234
Don
Jim Bury
is to determine whether it is
Football Raiders. Warren McVea, one o game.
the
American
32 16
In
Red Birds
this week since Coach
starters
586 Mike Garland
234 League left something to be
32 16 James Washer
The game, set for 12:20 p.m. safe to play football games in Tom Landry is now looking
Pin Busters
Kansas City's sparkplug r
HC
Ind.
3
High
Games
SC
Games
3
Ind.
High
of
home
Minn.Bloomington,
2111 19
desired, at least the schedule ners, has an injured ankle
CST, will be telecast (ABC).
Snares
toward the Cowboys' Eastern
670 Paul Ragsdale
625
Layman Dixon
27 21
And, this playoff for the the Minnesota Vikings.
maker compensated for the will probably play.
Night Owls
with
showdown
Scott
848
Urban
586
James Washer
Any other National Football Conference
27 21
shortcoming in the West,
Athletic
Collegiate
National
Reapers
City's running attack is
Cleveland.
567
S.
Hancock
648
Coy
Howard
can
course,
25 23
Befuddled Four
Association (NCAA) Midwest League team, of
It's the Oakland Raiders only one in the league to
Top Bowlers
High Ind. 3 Games HC
22 26
Kansas City Chiefs more than 2,000 yards
Benet*
regional title may wind up just tell him it isn't, since the
679 against the
185 Paul Ragsdale
Norm
Chancy
have won all six of
21 27
Turtles
634 Saturday in Oakland, and the season with Mike Garrett (66 like the two teams' first Vikings
181 James Washer
21 27 James Neel
games there this season
their
title.
Rolling Stones
Western
the
gets
a
winner
meetingBo
standoff.
carries),
153
on
yards
630
Don Abell
181 Paul Mansfield
18 30
Alley Cats
With both teams guaranteed a Holmes (561 yards on 138 tries) Drake pulled one of its en route to an 11-game winning
180
Layman Dixon
Top Bowlers
Division
13 33
L. S. D. Plus 1
185 spot in the playoffs the game and McVea (477 yards on 97 typical final flourishes to gain a streak and the Central
178 Norm Chancy
Gene Skates
13 35 T. C.
Strikes
21-21 tie with the Indians in late title_
181 might seem a bit unimportant. carries).
177 James Neal
Hargrove
High Team Game HC
He is aware that several
September when the clubs met
But the real spoils that will
181
James Washer
177 Don Abell
856 aiti Burris
Benota
at Jonesboro, Ark., in a regular players suffered frostbite dur179 go to the winner of the game is
175 James Washer
832 Howard Coy
Strikes
ing Green Bay's 1967 championseason contest.
178 the chance to meet the Houston
171 Laymon Dixon
795 Vernon Riley
Night Owls
178 Oilers in the semifinals of the
In fact, Drake's final eight ship victory over Dallas in 13173 Gene Skiles
High Team 3 Games HC
177 interdivisional playoffs. The
T. C. Hargrove
points came after the final below zero weather in Green
2330
Snares
176 first-place finisher in the West
Vernon Riley
whistle had actually blown, Bay, and thus is aware of the
2329
Night Owls
176
the
in
Paul
Ragsdale
second
Houston,
to a penalty against the possibility of postponing a
thanks
hosts
BATON ROUGE, La. (UPI).DILLAR OR DOLLAR
2327
Red Birds
175
Coy
the
Howard
and
Division,
Eastern
Indians
on what would have playoff game this year.
Quarterback Terry Bradshaw
BOWLING LEAGUE
At this point, a postponement of Louisiana Tech, the glamour
High Team Game SC
team
Western
been the last play of the game.
second-place
Week of Dec. 5, 1969
MAGIC-TRI
Berets
691 Pin-Pals
mast play the Jets, Eastern
But, it was an unusual season sounds quite attractive to the boy of small college football,
34 18
BOWLING LEAGUE
Night Owls
690 Quad-s
for
Drake all around in San Francisco Forty Niners, pits his passing arm against
Division titlists, in New York in
31 21
By JAMES M. EVANS
Red Birds
W. L. the semifinals of the playoffs.
679 Champs
compiling a 7-1-2 record. Two who are 10-point underdogs to defense-minded East Tennessee
29 23 Standings:
49 11
High Team 3 Games SC
A glance at Houston's 5-6-2
touchdown tombs in the final the Vikings in Bloomington State Saturday in the Grantland
28 24 Joluaeons Groc.
Hi-Lo's
- two minutes brought a 21-16 Sunday.
Night Owls
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UPI)
2014 Miracles
24 28 Owens Food Market 37 23 record shows why both teams
Rice Bowl.
Red Birds
2003 Bowlettes
In other NFL games Sunday,
over South Dakota
22 30 Ezell Beauty School 36 24 are so eager to get the chance Alabama and Colorado, comba- victory
The game, sanctioned by the
Spares
36
Country
Kitchen
24
1958 Shakers
in
Liberty
Saturday's
tants
e
,
)
n
l
o
11by
(
red
s
(7-4-1)
the
Los
20 32
State; two fourth-quarter field verott
to meet the Oilers in
Athletic
Collegiate
National
33
High Ind. Game SC
Jerry's
37
Restaurant
Angeles
20 32
playoffs. New York lost to both Bowl, have at least one thing in goals upset touted North Texas over
Flub-Ups
the
determine
will
Association,
32
28
Vernon Riley
Carroll's Volkswagen
218
High Team Game SC
Oakland and Kansas City in common- both tarnished the State, 27-23, and the season Cleveland (9-2-1) by four over winner of the NCAA Mideast
Miller
Funeme
30
30
Home
Hatton Garner
212 Champs
for
headed
records
of
teams
Philadelphia
a
(47-1),
have
LouLs
580
recent weeks. The Jets
opened with a 24-24 tie with St,
regional crown in the college
27 33
John Hill
211 Pin-Pals
557 Bank of' Murray
9-4 record in addition to the two of the nation's most Louisville- the first tie by a (4-7-1) by two over Atlanta (4- division. Tech is the defending
Town
&
Leta Norawerthy
Country
189 Quads
525
Washington (6-4-2) by seven champion.
home field advantage for the prestigious postseason games. Drake team in 18 years and 169
Dress Shay
20 40
Polly Owen
188
and
Alabama
Mississippi games.
High Team Series SC
over New Orleans (4-8), New
of the playoffs.
game
first
Tech, which finished the year
High Team Series HC
Patsy Neale
173 Pin-Pals
duel, Arkansas State brings a 7-1-1 York (4-8) by six
an
offensive
over
1514
The Raiders have a tenuous staged
an 8-1 record and won the
with
2966
Market
____
Owens
Food
High Ind. Gam. HC
Champs __-1495
lead in the West with an 11-1-1 sparked by quarterbacks Scott record into the contest, its Pittsburgh (1-11) and Green
States Conference, is a
John Hill
255 Bawlettes _ 1433 Carroll Volkswagen ____ 2729 record while Kansas City is 11- Hunter and Archie Manning, second straight Pecan Bowl Bay (6-6) is rated even against Gulf
slight favorite over the BucVernon Riley
236 Quads
1433 Town & Country
before
a
television
national
took over first place
appearance. The Indians lost, gainst
caneers, who finished 9-0-1 and
Dress Shop
2701 2 Oakland
Hafton Garner
232
High Ind. Gams SC
with a 27-24 victory over the audience early in the season 23-14, to North Dakota State a Chicago (1-11).
NC
won the Ohio Valley ConferHigh
Team
Game
Leta Nonrworthy
236 Margaret Morton
188
Paul
"Bear"
and
Bryant's
Dallas
and
(7-4-1)
year.
Baltimore
this
year ago.
ence. A sellout crowd of 21,000
1002 Chiefs earlier
232 Glenda Hill
Polly Owen
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bruised knee. Karl
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Capitol Division.
will rest several
week since Coach
is now looking
Cowboys' Eastern
showdown
with

USED OFFICE equipment including desks, chairs, adding
machines, legal size filing cabinet. Phone 753-8608, 753-772(
or 753-8110 after 5:00 p. m.
TFC

ERS TO
lUISIANA
TURDAY

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

LOST a POUND

PROFESSIONAL
risidiint
painting Brush, roil, spray.
Reet110014. Free estimates
Phone 753-3488.
D.31-C

LOST: lAsdies soviet watch,
white gold Bulova. Episcopal
church emblem on it. Somewhere around square. Please
call Mrs. Norman Klapp, 753201L
N-13-N(

Black Top
Paving

POI SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE

SATURDAY

NOTICE

CLINIC ACCEPTS OFFER
BOSTON (UPI)- The Boston
Evening Clinic Thursday accepted Mayor Kevin H. White's
offer to move its quarters to an
abandoned police station.
The nonprofit medical clinic
was facing eviction from its
present offices,
Rent for the 83-year-old police
station is $1 a year. The clinic
has been operating 42 years.
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How You
Feel Is
What Counts

One way to keep in shape
during cold winter months is
to wsim. A dip in the local, indoor pool can pick up almost
anyone.
Indoor swimming gives a
boost to all types of people.
Including youngsters with as
thma.
Swimming,
many
people
think, is an important part of
rehabilitation for asthmatics because it improves their lung
function. Not so, says Dr. H.
Chat, an expert on the subject.
But he still highly recommends
swimming-in an indoor, allergen free atmosphere--foe asthmatic kids.
For twelve weeks at the Children's Asthma Research institute and Hospital in Denver,
Dr. Chai tested 24 kids who had
chronic, severe asthma. He took
all kinds of tests to measure
their lung capacities.
There was only one difference between the first six weeks
and the second. Swimming was
introduced. And what happened to the kids' test scores? Did
swimming increase their lung
capacity in any way? Not a bit,
says Dr. Chit!.
Swimming, he says, had no
effect on the severity or the
frequency of the kids' asthmatic attacks. But ninety percent
of the kids said the swimming
did help their conditions. They
felt better.
How come? "Swimming may
be an important adjunct to
therapy," Dr. Chat says, "even
if the effects are largely pry
chological. A mime of well-being and physical equality with
a child's normal peers is an
achievement in itself."
Fore more information about
asthma and its /effects, contact
your tuberculosis and respiratory disease association.
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TFC to type class Sr research notes;
tags, blue, one owner, new car phone calls please.
3rd Street. Phone 753-1601.
56-Man's play
trade
in.
57-Weak
and
in
four
Jan
final
en
a
thesis
draft.
speed,
118045150.
D-19-0
$3675.00. 1967 Malibu Chevelle
Would prefer a local girl, posWANTED YO SINT
DOWN
1969 EL CAMIRIO power steertwo door hardtop, one owner, WANTED: Man for full time sibly a high school graduate,
1-Clean
new car trade in, 22,000 miles, work. Contact Robert Wiggins who can work with me incid- WANTED: Furnished
ing, power brakes, vinyl roof,
apart50
gold, V-8 automatic, Kentucky at Wiggins Furniture Store. Ap- entally as thesis progresses. ment or house, nice and clean. 2-Toward shatter
tarp, perfect condition. Ca
1111111111111.11. Mal=
3-Run away in
tags,
Payment
$1775.00.
Would
50e
ply
person
like
per
in
page
or
from
Mac
neutilities
8:00
436-5862.
Fitts, Chara. m.
included
panic
D-18
lie Jenkins, J. H. Nix. Dwain till 5:30 p. m.
Complete Line of Motercycl
rirc gotiable by the hour. Call with rent. In vicinity of 12th 4-Soft food
TRAVEL TRAILER, 1969, 12
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., South
George Sincoe any evening af- and Sycamore. Phone 753-1604. 5-Once more
Accessories
6-Climbing palm
ft. deluxe model, $3500.00. A 90 HONDA, completely re12th Street, Murray, Ky. 753ter 7 p. m.. 753-8735.
11-20-C
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. (3
7.-Pronoun
barrel keg portable bar,
built,
$226.00 2617.
D-13-C
be set on table or hang
75 BRIDGESTONE factory
1968 VW beige, sedan, only
Abbie
'
N Slats
wall. Ideal for house trailer
racer, like new, $350
17,000 miles. In perfect condiby R. Van Buren
$35.00. Phone 753-3425. D-1
CB160 HONDA, only 7000
tion. Can buy two ways, owner
miles,
$350
TWO WINTER black suits for
NA6STONE SWEET-TALKED THE
/ AND YOU TWO
CL350 HONDA, motor com- must sell quickly. Phone 753WHAT HAPPENS NEXT
men, Girls coat and hat, size 2
6832.
MEN INTO AC_CEPTINP THE SPALENIKS'
VOTED ACAINST IT.
ITC
IS ABOUT TO71GASPi HAPPEN
pletely
rebuilt,
$500.00
Set of Melatnac dinnerwarg„.for
OFFER . HE WAVED BUNDLES 0' DOUGH
WHAT HAPPENS
11
iv MOW hi
8. Call 753-6192.
11-15-NC
IN -THEIR FACES AND THEY BOUGHT
NEXT??
FOR RENT
THE IDEA"
GENERAL ELECTRIC hair dryBEAUTIFUL NEW Valarah Lee
er, brand new. Never been used.
Apartments, South 16th Street,
Would make a nice Xmas gift. FOR THE MAN who has everyacross from Weetview Nursing
Phone 753-2753.
4
D-13-C thihg, give him a Ford tractor Home. Two bedrooms, bath,
017 )
this Christmas. Billington-Forutility
room,
Bring
room,
kitchFIVE 14-INCH Plymouth Road see Tractor Company, Highway
1,AP117
' C
Runner wheels with valve cores, 94 East, phone 753-2532. 11-16-C en and dining area. Carpeted.
Electric heat Air conditioned.
extra heavy duty, $35.00. One
F 70-14 Goodyear tire, nev. 1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands Refrigerator, built in stove and
$20.00. Phone 782-6157. D-13-C and refills are now available at oven, dishwasher and garbage
the Ledger & Times Office Sup disposal furnished. Phone: 753UPRIGHT PIANO, finished in ply store.
TFNC 4974 or 753-3865.
antique; good condition. Call
H-DISC
753-3692.
IAN
11-18-C
MOBILE HOMES. Phone Hale
To ie.
":"
-•I ri,Aft
i
•,9410 ay ii.u.d .••••••• sv.etc••• lac
BEAUTIFUL tiny Toy Poodle
Lock Shop and Trailer Court,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
furpies, AKC regatered. One
753-5980.
D-15-NC
pair of Chinchillas, real nice. DUPLEX, new, brick, three
Also do Poodle grooming after bedroom. In city school district ONE ROOM furnished apartAbner
by Al Capp
4:00 p. m. weekdays and all day Extra large master bedroom ment. Phone 753-8555 or 753Saturday. Phone 753-6488.
with carpet throughout. No city 7958; Sundays, 753-3139. D-13-C,
1-I uCKLE
DON'T WORRN1.r.•
D-18-C tax_ 753-6202 after 5:00 p. sa. CLEAN La' Shop or body
-TO PREVENT OUR GRIEF-CRAZE
shop,
AN
THE
FO'
SENT
D-134
EX-HUSB
ANDS FUM DOI N'SUMPTH
for
rent
or
lease.
Phone
753
BROYHILL easy chair and otNASHUNAL GUARD-FOOLISH -LIKE LLAVIN'
terrnan, green vinyl cover, used 2.3 ACRE FARM, 7 room house, 8423 or see ,Thomas Jones.
D-18-C
mesh baby play pen, excellent bath. Stock barn, tobacco barn.
condition. Phone 753-6119.
Call 753-5216 between 7 a. m. ONE - BEDROOM
furnished
D-16-P and 6 p. m..
11-16-P house. For information call 7534647.
D-15-C
SEARS 10" tilting Arbor Tablt
Saw, rinning fenra. mter giluge
3-ROOM furnished apartment,
•
4111
1A
AUTOS FOR SALE
extra blades. $90. Argus M-4
private. Call 753-1532, 101 S.
8 MM movie camera, power
10th
D-19-C
zoom, electric eye, and auto. 1968 CHEVROLET Impala cue
matte threading projector, $100 tom. Power steering, disc brakes TWO-BEDROOM
unfurnished
and windows. Four season cons- house. Phone
Call 753-7919 after 4:30 p.
753-2329
ITC
fortron,
radio,
four
speed
trans
D-16-C
minion, 396 ovine, Corvette
WILF.AT RAWree-eern- steles wheels with new led. oval i-- WANTED TO BUY
Nice, clean. Clovis Byerl. tires. Phone 7534775 after 5:00 WANTED: Vented gas
heater,
Route 6._Pottertown Read. 753- P. EIL
Tot 35,000 BTU or mere. Phone 4354733.
D 16 P
5635.
11-13-C
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Luther M. Gupton Persona Fined
Rites To Be Sunday (Continued From Paso 1)

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

J. B. Burkeen

Saturday, December 13
Murray - Calloway County
Shrine Club will have a fellowship breakfast at the Southslde
Restaurant at nine ILM.

&

SATURDAY - DECEMBER 13. I*

speeding, fined $10.00 costs
The funeral for Luther M. $18.00; State Police.
Guptan cf Farmin.gton Route Ralph 0. Fugate, Brookport,
be held Sunday at two Ill., speeding, fined $10.00 costs
One
p. m. at the chapel of the Byrn $1800; State Police.
Funeral Hcme, Mayfield, with Ramona Spann, Chicago, :11.,
Rev. Joe Gardner cfficiating. cold checking, amended to disBurial will be in the Beech orderly conduct, fined $20 00
Greve Cemetery.
costs $25.00.
Guptan, age 90, died Friday
Howard J. Payne, 407 North
at -the Fuller-Gilliasn Hcspital, 2nd Street, Murray, reckless
Mayfield. He is survived by one driving, fined $10.00 costs $18.daughter, Mrsaipo-lly Key; two 00; State Police.
sons, Ralph ahlrWayne E. CupKarren Q. Qualjc, Mayfield,
ton: two si.ters, Mrs. Maggie
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
King and Mrs. Chess Moore;
$18.00; Stata Police.
one grandson, Rudy Key; two
Norman F. Windt, Paducah,
great grandchildren..
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
Friends may call at the Byrn
$18.00; State Police.
Funeral Home.
Jerry C. Thomason, Paducah,
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
Joe Tipton Miller, 1501 Sycamore Street, Murray, speeding,
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Police.
Funeral services for Clyde
James Charmell, Route Five,
of
Netherton
807 North 19th
Mayfield, speeding, fined $10.Street, Murray, were held this
00 costs $18.00; State Police.
morning at ten o'clock at the
David E. Borders, Route Two,
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Murray, improper passing, finFuneral Home with Rev. Raned $10.00 costs $18.00; State
dolph Allen officiating.
Police.
Pallbearers were L. A. Jones,
David E. Robertson, Route
Kenny Allen, Jim Bryan, CanOne, Puryear, Tenn., speeding,
trell Jones, Herman Johnson,
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
and Mason Billington. Burial
Police.
will be in the Belmont Cemetery
Timothy W. Ginn, Cerulean,
in Allensville.
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
Netherton, age 64, died Thurs- $18.00; State Polico.
day at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He is survived
by three sisters, Mrs. Dewey
Hale of Woodburn, Mrs. O. L.
Slippery idea
Hale of Murray, and Mrs. Jim
SHEFFIELD, Ala. (1.1P!) Bailey of Route One, RussellWhen no one else could figure
ville,
out how to move a 100-ton
piece of delicate machinery 25
SPEAKER AT WORKSHOP
feet inside the Reynolds AlumiMrs. Billie Downing, regional num plant here, foreman Robert
Mrs. Ruby Tucker of 1201 Olive Street, Benton, announces
up with an idea.
the engagement of her daughter, Lena, to Kenneth Garland, son mental retardation consultant McDonald came
and head of special education at He spread 100 pounds of baof Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Garland of 809 Broad Street, Murray.
Miss Tucker is a 1964 graduate of Benton High School and Murray State University, will nanas and their peels on the
a 1965 graduate of Draughon's Business College. She is present. speak on the support needed floor around 'Abe huge machine
by the local community to have and it w4e slid into its new
ly employed in the office of the Paducah Sun-Democrat.
Mr. Garland is a graduate of Murray High School and a an effective program far the position withOut trouble. The
graduate of Murray State College. He is presently employed with handicapped at the workshop foreman is now known around
as "Slippery
factory
to be held at the J. U Kevil the
the Kennett School System, Kennett, Mo.
Center, Mayfield, on Saturday, McDonald.A December wedding is planned.
'December 13.

•••

The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees and Jayeettes will have
a dinner at the Triangle Inn at
6:30 p.m. with a social to follow at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Tubbs.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael G. Miller of 1311 Story Avenue, Murray, announce the birth of a
baby boy, David Vernon, weighing seven pounds four ounces,
•••
born on Wednesday, December
10, at 11:25 p.m. at the MurrayThe Murray State University Calloway County Hospital.
They have another son, Alan
Art Department will have its
Christmas sale in the Unreel` Michael ,age four. The father is
Murshy School auditorium from a professor of English at
ray State University.
nine ant, to five p.m.
•••
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Dutton of Somerset
Sunday, December 14
and Mr. and Mrs. John C. Miller
The Murray State University of Paducah.
•••
Art Department will have its
Christmas sale in the UniverMr. and Mrs. Max Ronald
sity School auditorium from 13 Dowdy of Murray Route Six are
noon to the p.m.
the parents of a baby boy,
•••
James Ronald, weighing six
Monday, December IS
pounds nine ounces, born on
The women of St. John's Epis- Wednesday, December 10, at
copal Church will meet at the 9:13 p.m. at the Murray-Callohome of Mrs. Charlie Moore, way County Hospital.
1658 Ryan Avenue, at 7:30 p.m
They have two other sons,
•• •
Gene, age six, and Jeffrey, age
The Murray-Calloway County two. The father is employed at
Jaycettes will meet at the home the Murray Division of the Tapof Mrs. Joe Doran, 711 Main pan Company.
Street, at seven p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. William Stew•••
art of Murray Route Six and
The Penny Homemakers auto Mrs. Elizabeth Dowdy of Murwill meet at the Holiday Inn ray Route Three are the grandat ten a.m. with Mrs. Paul But- parents. Wallace Dowdy of
rrneweirth as hostess.
Murray is a great grandfather.
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Netherton Rites
Are Held Today

Miss Lena Tucker

Martin's Chapel-Good Shepherd UMYF
Has Party For Boys At Barkley Camp
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To The Editor ad
The Ledger and
Sir:
Yciur comment regarding Dr,
Benjamin Spock's appe.artaneg
at Murray State University
"Seen and Heard, Dec. 11, 1969),
does not probably deserve comment; I do 90 at my own risk.
I feel moved to defend the idea
that there does exist more than
one opinion on any given subject and the need for the other
opinions to be heard. Dr. Specks'.
lecture should be attended and
his views considered. He may
have something to my of interest and value but he will only:
be heard by the mass if his
position is not prejudiced prior
to the lecture.
Your attendance at the lecture would be advised, as second or third-hand information::
on such an "untouchable" sub-_
ject seems to expand to filljtlie
revacuum of the mind
lates it Accurate reporting
should be a goal, rather than
an attempt at petty humor. To.
quote from Schapenhaur, "Intellect is invisible to the man
who has none."
Thank you,
Robert Hulse

BENTON, Ky. — The Benton
Indians dropped in four free
throws in the final 17 seconds of
an overtime to pull out a hardfought 74-70 victory over the
visiting Calloway County Lakers,
Friday.

Tucker-Garland Engagement

A bake sale will be held in
front of Beik's starting at nine
a.m., sponsored by the MarneCalloway County Jaycettes.

Letbir To Editor

Benton 74
Calloway Co. 71

No more than six points separated the two teams at any
time in the ballgame, and no
more than four markers separated them at any stop.
Benton jumped on top, 14-13,
at the end of the first frame, but
the Lakers pulled even at halftime. Calloway County gained a
one-point edge in the third quarter.
The Lakers led by two with 15
seconds remaining in the game
but Benton forward Eddie Selwitz pumped in a jumper to send
the game into overtime.
Calloway County moved on top
In the extra period and were tied
at 70-70 when Dennis Owens
sank two free throws to put the
Indians ahead to stay, with 17
seconds left in the contest.
Calloway County brought the
ball in bounds but lost it on a
charging violation in an attempt
to pass the ball under the basket. Greg Moores dropped in two
charity tosses in the closing
seconds to ice the win for Benton,
The Indians shot 48 per cent
from the field and collected 12
of 24 gratis attempts. Calloway
County bombed the nets for 45
per cent from the floor and added 14 of 25 charity shots. The
Lakers controlled the boards,
25-24.
David Davis was highfor Benton with 25 points. Darrell Cleaver had 27 for Calloway County.
Benton now stands 3-4 on the
season. Calloway County has
won five and lost four.

Mom's whining is
becoming tiresome
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have an older sister who is married
and has three school-age children. When this sister wants to
take a week-end trip with her husband [recently they took
off for a month!I she is calls "Good Old Mom" to come
and stay with her kids, and Mom nearly breaks her neck getting there.
Afterwards, "Good Old Mom" complains to all her
friends and relatives about how impoesible the kids are to
handle, bow hard she's worked, and how she'll never do it
again.
Well, I'm sure Mom is telling the truth, but just let Sis
whistle, and "Good Old Mom" is right back there again.
This has been going on for five years. What should 1 say to
"Good Old Mom" when she complains to me? I've thought
of some choice phrases, but I'm chicken. YOUNGER SIS
DEAR S18: Tell "Good Old Mom" that if she wants to
sit, stand, or roll over for Big Sis. it's 0. K. with you. But her
whining about It is becoming tiresome.
DEAR ABBY : I wish to goodness you would settle this
running argument we have been having at our house for a
long time Our children (ages 14, 15, and 171 claim that they
study better with all kinds of racket going on around them.
One has the stereo going full blast, the other one sits in front
of the television set [studying] and the other has a rock and
roll radio station tuned in loud enough to bust your ear
drums. They all say it doesn't bother them and they can
study just fine in that atmosphere.
Holy smokes, when I was a kid I couldn't even study in
the same room with our big grandfather clock. The noise of
the ticking interfered with my concentration! I'd like your
GENERATION GAP
opinion.
DEAR GAP: I suppose it's possible to become is accustomed to noise that one is able to "tune it out." bet if
you send me your kids' grades I'll be able to give you a better answer.
DEAR ABBY: Six years ago I had an operation, at which
time my doctor gave a nurse orders to write down everything I said while-I was under the anesthetic. I talked plenty
and said a lot of things I don't want anyone to know.
1 have asked him repeatedly to destroy the report, but he
has refused. I know he has it in his files at his office and I
think he has no right to keep it. Is there any way I can
legally get possession of that report or be sure it is destroyed so it can't be used against me If you can't come up
with a solution I am considering using force.
NERVOUS AND WORRIED

SurPrise Shower Is
Given In Honor Of
Miss Vicki McGary

Miss Vicki McGary, brideelect of Jim Ragsdale was cornplimented on December 1, with
A program was given by the a surprise crystal and pottery
youth of the churches. Games, shower, given by her sorority
refreshments, and gifts follow- Beta Sigma Phi, Nu Phi Mu.
ed in the social hall of t h e Phi Alpha Eta Chapter.
church.
Mrs. Franklin Carroll opened
The church pastor, Rev. Coy her lovely new home for the
Garrett, is principal of the occasi a- n at Meadow Green
school at the camp which is a A res.
part of the Marshall County
The honoree, wearing a brown
School System. The school staff tailored suit, was presented a
consists of two degree teachers
rsage of wh; e carnations.
and one full time secretary a- Her mother, Mrs. V. L. Mclong with a part-time librarian, Gary, wearing a navy knit suit
health nurse, and speech therap- edged in white with navy acist.
cessories, was also complimented with a corsage D1 white carJim Hildreth, superintendent nations.
of the camp, along with several
The bride's table was covered
of the camp employees were with a lovely white linen cloth
present. Also attending w a s with wedding bells hanging
Mrs. Higginbotham, local soc- fr^m the chandelier accented
ial worker in Calloway County. with green .and white streamThe camp has a population ers.
35 to 42 in the age range of 12
Petit, open face sandwiches,
to 16. The present population is shaped like wedding bells,
38 with none of the boys be- cookies, nuts and mints were
ing from Calloway County. The served to Mesdames Franklin
average stay at the camp is
Jackie Fain, Mark Lasthree months and twenty days. siter, Miss Del
P•en
Douglass Shoemaker of Mur- Wood, Paula Wood, and Sherry
ray, vice-president of the Fos- Williams.
ter PTA, was present and told
Those sending gifts and unthe group he was interested in able to attend were Miss Sannathis
of
working on projects
dy Garland,. .ind Mrs. Roy
ture which will build good com- Norsworthy, mother of Mrs.
munity-camp relations. Mem- Franklin Carroll.
•••
bership in the Camp PTA is
available to any interested person for a $5.00 membership fee Philippine animal census
and the organizational mem‘$10.00.
bership 1,s
MANILA (1P1) - The
Several churches in the area latest animal census in the.
hold membership and send a Philippines show, a population
representative to the meetings of 3.926,000 caralmos (water
and take turns visiting the boy buffalo), 1.8 million cattle,
assigned to them which along 243,000 horses, 399,000 goats,
with the fee is a requirement 1,700 sheep, 5,4%,700 pigs.
66,409,300 chickens, 2,328,000
for membership.
Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Phillips ducks, 119,200 turkeys and
are youth counselors for tne 149,800 geese.
two churches.

by United Press International
c. :
George Washington's g ;
als included a reasonable
mile of a British nobleman m.
i
William Alexander, • htz
New Yorker who called
"Lord Stirling" even though his
claim to a Scottish earldom hell
been disallowed.

14 31 45 le 74
Renton
13 31 44 or 70
CALUOWILT County
BENTON t74P—Ploores 14. Davis 25,
Owens 10. Selwit2 16, Thompson 6.
Willett 3, Durham, Myer.
CALLOWAY COUNTY (701—Rushing
12, Roney 17, Cleaver 27, Sears 9,
Chapman 4, Todd 1, Dorrah.
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What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it WY
chest. Write to ABBY, Box 07•11, Los Angeles. Cal.
tom For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
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Hatt to write letters! Send II to Abby. Box 41117110, La
Aageles, Cal. MOP;for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letters foe All Oceaslens."•
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MOSCOW (UPI)— The Soviet
Union Thursday launched Cohmos 314, described by the Taglp
news agency as an iinmsoned
research satellite. Western et
perts said it was one of
type that can stay up to thr
months in space.,
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Jim Hildroh, superintindent of the Barkley Boys
Camp, Is plcturod on tho loft with • weep of itsuboys at
the party in their honor hold by the Martin's Chaise-I-Good
Shepherd Unitod Methodist Youth Fellowship on December
in at eh. Martin's Chanel Church.
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CONFIDENTIAL TO "TRYING HARD": Good for you.
NOTHING is impossible—except getting your name off a
mailing list.

A Ch
frien •
poem.

LAUNCHES SATELLITE
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DEAR NERVOUS: No doctor would "order" a nurse to
"write down" what a padent says while be Is under the
anestbetir. There is not time for such nonsense. Besides, no
one cares about the incohereet babbling of a patient who's
Is a state of unconsciousness. If you have been told there is
such a "report" in your doctor's office, someone is pulling
year leg. III were you, I would forget it.
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NOW YOU KNOW

II

The
Martin's Chapel-Good
Shepherd U.M.Y F. entertained
the boys from Barkley Boys'
Camp, a camp for youth at Gilbertsville, on Wednesday, December 10, at the Martin's Chapel Church.
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IF YOU'VE SEEN'EM ON TV, SAV-RITE HAS 'EM!!
.--- FOR HER! —

f
1
,

All the Famous Cosmetic Brands Discount Priced!
Including Coty, Revlon, Tabu, Chanel .# 5, Ambush,
Wind Song, While Shoulders, MY Sin and Others.

i

III
ALL GIFT SETS REDUCED!!
Ge
Get Discount P
on Jade East, Old Spice, Hl
a
Karate, Faberge, British Sterling, 9 Flags and
Many Others!
----

SHOP SAV-RITE FOR ALL YOUR CANDY & NUTS
Big Variety of Brach's Candy, Boxes & Bags,
*
- , rPitecirr -' *
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9-9 MON, thru SAT
12:3U thru 8 p.m.

5UNDAY __
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BEL-A 1K HOPPING
CENTER

PH:753-8304
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